
DILIGENCE
“We want each of you to show this same diligence to the very end,

in order to make your hope sure.” — Hebrews 6:11
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Marathon of Life

SS
everal times a year marathon runners make their way up the street where

our congregation meets. These runs are often organized to raise money for

various charities or causes. Most of the participants in the marathons prepare for

weeks — and sometimes months — before entering the run and then do their

best to either win, beat their previous best time or — in many cases — just complete

the race. Nonetheless, preparation for each of the runners — no matter how little

or how much — ends the minute the race begins. The appetite and passion to

achieve the goal each runner has set for him or her self moves to the forefront at

that moment and he or she begins to implement whatever strategy was set forth

as part of the preparation.

As we watch the assortment of individuals pass by the front of our building, we

notice that there are old, young, male, female, walkers, joggers and runners. The

diversity of entrants seems to be very representative of our society. All of the

runners are of course, going the same direction — following the path that has

been laid out by the planners of each specific event. In almost all of the events,

there are water stations, first aid workers and cheering crowds along the way. The

most endearing sight though — for those who are running the race, is the finish

line. It represents the feeling of accomplishment for having completed the race.

Additionally, there is also the feeling of accomplishment for having helped raise a

sum of money for the recipients of the benefit. Along with those feelings of

accomplishment, there may also be a feeling of exhaustion as well as numerous body

aches and pains, compliments of reaching the goal set before each of the runners.

Because we are often viewing these marathons from the foyer of the church building

on a Sunday morning, we cannot help but think of each of the participants as souls on

a run. Some runners go by in small groups — others one by one — some are way

out in front of the others and some way behind the main “pack.” As we watch them

pass by the building, it starts to become obvious that some of the runners are very

excited to be participating in the race and apparently have set lofty personal goals for

themselves. There are also those who — it appears, are being driven by a deter-

mination to just finish the race. And then there are those who plan to do nothing

more than run a mile or two and then drop out — they just want to be able to say

they ran in a marathon. With the exception of that last group — the rest of the

runners have set arduous goals and there is — visible in all of them — an

extreme determination to at the very least, finish the race.
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case — knowledge will be at a minimal level. If our goal is to give it all

we’ve got, we’ll want to know everything we can know about the race.

• Decision: when we entered the race and became a Christian did we do so

with a commitment to train hard and win the crown or to just accept God’s

grace and take it easy for the rest of the race?

• Preparation: does running our best race as a Christian take preparation — if

so what is involved? Is minimal preparation our best effort — or is more

required to run our personal best?

• Support team: do we have those around us that encourage us in the race and

do we encourage likewise? Sometimes the only way to continue in the race

requires a push from others. Additionally we have the Holy Spirit as a partner.

• Commitment: whether we are determined to run our best race or we are satis-

fied with just finishing, there is a level of dedication needed to reach the

goal. What is our level of commitment and is it equal to our goal?

• Focus: do we frequently reassess where we are in our life as a Christian,

make note of it and if necessary, get back on track or do we go through life

bouncing around by any influence that comes our way?

• Drive & endurance: do we run in such a way that we’re able to penetrate

the walls we’ve hit and continue in our progress, or have we allowed the

walls to determine the end or pace of our race?

• Know yourself: are we aware of our own health and well being? Do we

distinguish between running our individual race from running the race set

by others? Are we comfortable with our pace or does the pace of others

(faster or slower) cause us to doubt the value of the pace at which we run

based on the attributes God has given us?

• Time: is adequate time allowed to train, gain knowledge and engage in activities

that will aid in accomplishing the goal before us? Is the time allocated in

ways that will cause growth in our ability to run the race?

• Money: do we commit resources toward various aspects of our race. Do we con-

tribute to joint efforts as well as in ways that increase our ability to gain knowl-

edge, encourage others, and expand our own ability to run the race to the end?

By proclamation of God, participation in the marathon of a life in Christ,

requires that we invite others to join the cause and also participate in the race

that has the crown of righteousness for those who remain faithful and finish the

race. In the end, that is the only marathon that counts. How is your race going?

“Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let

us throw off everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles, and

let us run with perseverance the race marked out for us.” (Hebrews 12:1 NIV)
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what is behind and strain toward what is ahead — press on toward the goal to win

the prize. There is always a prize for running a race — even if that prize is nothing

more than the satisfaction of having completed a marathon.

Every person who has accepted Christ as his or her Savior has accepted the “high

calling of God in Christ Jesus” (Phil 3:14 KJV). By doing so, he or she commits

to entering a marathon. A marathon that — when faithfully finished — will

result in the Lord Himself, presenting that participant with the prize.

“I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I have kept the faith.

Now there is in store for me the crown of righteousness, which the Lord,

the righteous Judge, will award to me on that day...” (II Timothy 4:7-8 NIV)

There is no earthly marathon — no matter what the cause or charity it is designed

to assist — as important as the one God places in front of every Christian. Yet

— for whatever reason — it seems much easier nowadays to find individuals in

the Church more excited about recruiting participants to serve various causes and

charities — whether it be running in a marathon or assisting with some benefit

— than it is to find individuals excited about recruiting participants to run in the

marathon that —  when faithfully finished — will result in the Lord Himself,

presenting that participant with a “crown of righteousness.” Christians should

be most excited about the responsibility they have to recruit lost souls who can

join with them in running the race of life as a child of God.

“Do you not know that in a race all the runners run, but only one gets

the prize? Run in such a way as to get the prize. Everyone who competes

in the games goes into strict training. They do it to get a crown that will

not last; but we do it to get a crown that will last forever. Therefore I do

not run like a man running aimlessly; I do not fight like a man beating

the air.” (I Cor. 9:24-26 NIV)

Paul tells us in these verses above that we should give it everything we’ve got. While

there is of course not just one winner who will receive the crown that lasts forever,

every Christian should run with the same level of determination with which one would

run in an earthly race — run to win! Don’t just be a participant. Run to get the prize!

Aimless running will not reach the goal. Discipline, effort and training is necessary.

Earlier in this article we stated that certain elements are involved in committing to

do whatever might be necessary in order to be physically, emotionally and mentally

prepared to run a marathon. Let’s take a look at those same elements as to how they

might relate to each of us and the impact on those around us as we run the

marathon that results in “a crown that will last forever.”

• Awareness: are we aware of our level of commitment and the cause for 

which we are running?

• Desire: is our desire to help lost souls greater than a desire we might have

to raise money for any worthy cause? If so how does it impact our daily life?

• Knowledge: are we only in the race to be able to say we’re a Christian? In that

If only there was — visible in every person who ever knew Christ as his or her

Savior — a similar extreme determination to at the very least, finish his or her

Christian race.

“Not that I have already obtained all this, or have already been made

perfect, but I press on to take hold of that for which Christ Jesus took

hold of me. Brothers, I do not consider myself yet to have taken hold of

it. But one thing I do: Forgetting what is behind and straining toward

what is ahead, I press on toward the goal to win the prize for which

God has called me heavenward in Christ Jesus. All of us who are

mature should take such a view of things...” (Phil. 3:12-15 NIV)

Those who run marathons and have any plan whatsoever to complete — if not

win — such a race, have usually engaged in quite a regimen of preparation leading

up to the event. There are numerous elements involved in not only making the

initial decision to enter the competition but then following through with that

decision and committing to do whatever might be necessary in order to be physically

ready to compete as well as mentally and emotionally prepared. Some of those

elements that precede the actual participation in a marathon might include — 

• Awareness: a cause or reason is presented that is of interest.

• Desire: wanting to help a cause or to set and meet a personal goal.

• Knowledge: learn what participation in such a run might entail.

• Decision: will I participate in the run, or support someone else, or do nothing.

• Preparation: physical, mental and emotional training, possibly even a diet change.

• Support team: many runners partner with one or more people for a run.

• Commitment: required for each practice as well as the actual run.

• Focus: markers along the way are helpful (necessary, if a time goal has been

set) as a means of tracking progress toward the goal.

• Drive and endurance: runners generally reach a point where they hit a wall 

of resistance that must be penetrated or the run will end short of the goal.

• Know yourself: it is important to not endanger ones health. Progress must 

be monitored in view of ones physical well being.

• Time: a great deal of time will be required to prepare for, as well as participate

in the event itself.

• Money: many runners travel long distances to compete in marathons at their

own expense.

Most marathon runners, by necessity, take their participation in such an event

very seriously. The more serious and dedicated the runner — the greater the

intensity is to adhere to a strict regimen of preparation before competing. For

some — preparing for the run becomes a controlling factor of life. Whether for

good or ill, from the time a commitment to run is made — the rest of the runner’s

life often revolves around preparation. Nothing is more important than remaining

faithful to the regimen the runner has set before him or her self to prepare for the

event. A single focus becomes dominant. There is but one thing to do — forget
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